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Jessica Leonard(6/13/91)
 
Hi my name is Jessica Leonard everyone calls me Jess i started writeing poems
when i was around the age of 14 i just did it to get my feelings out at first but
now its a hobbie that i enjoy alot. I have a son hes 9 months old he is the love of
my life an always will be. i just love to have fun hangout with the family an im a
sucker for roller coaster
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Monemts
 
Dark night sky
with a thousand of stars
wind blowing a soft brezze
though threes,
to the point that anything is possible
anything can happen.
love the ones close to you
laugh with the people around you
smile at the people that pass you
just enjoy the moment it only comes in a life time
to be under the same night sky.
 
Jessica Leonard
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Silver Key
 
I closed the door to my heart
threw the silver little key
into the great big rapied waves
of the pacific ocean
i went on my way out in
the world of unknown
never going to have the same heart again
 He walked though the hot sand
leaveing foot prints for
the world to see swam out in the rapied waves of the ocean
to find the little silver key
to this day he is still seaching
for the little silver key
fighting to find it.
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Woodin Swing
 
Here I am again, here i am again
stairing out in to the night sky
woundering were you might be
at this very simple moment
i'm longing for your company side by side
on this old woodin swing
I want you beside me more than anything
in this world of mine
Here i am again with a tear always ready to fall down my check were
you slipped a kiss
Not wanting it to fall but it dose
put it in a box
send it your way
letting you know this is me missing you
more than anything in this world of mine
Would you be my company here on this old wood swing
Here i am again
stairing out in to the night
I want you  beside me
on this old wood swing in this world of mine
This is me missing you
A tear falls down my check were you slipped a kiss
Not wanting it to fall but it dose
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